October 15, 2009, Revised 03.22.10 by adding footnotes 1 & 2
To: Scott Ogden, EHS
Re: Chemicals Policy; addition to ISO 14001
From: Howard Williams
The demand for environmentally responsible and relevant building products is growing rapidly.
Building owners, Architects, contractors and building occupants want products made with
chemicals that have low to no toxicity and which at the end of the product lifecycle are used to
create new products and/or materials.
As we daily seek to fulfill our Corporate Mission to become a “World Leader of quality specialty
building products and services”, following our vision, “Creating products that make buildings
better”, we herein subscribe to these four primary guiding principles as the foundation of our
Chemicals Policy.
1.

Know and disclose1 product chemistry. We will identify the substances associated with
and used in our products across their lifecycle and will increase as appropriate the
transparency of the chemical constituents of our products, including public disclosure of
chemicals of high concern and 3rd-party certification(s).

2.

Assess and avoid hazards. We will determine the hazard characteristics of chemical
constituents and formulations in our products, use chemicals with inherently low hazard
potential, prioritize chemicals of high concern for elimination, minimize exposure when
hazards cannot be prevented, and redesign products and processes to avoid the use and
generation of hazardous chemicals.

3.

Commit to continuous improvement. We will establish operational governance
structures; policies and practices that create a framework for the regular review of product
and process chemistry, and that promote the use of chemicals, processes, and the
redesign/creation of products with inherently lower hazard potential.

4.

Support public policies and industry standards that: advance the implementation of
the above three principles, ensure that comprehensive hazard data are available for
chemicals on the market, take action to eliminate or reduce known hazards and promote a
greener economy, including support for green chemistry research and education.

The above four principles shall be managed and acted upon within our ISO 14001 structure and
audited accordingly for ongoing compliance.
The above will be implemented2 as per the attached plan/schedule.

C/S reserves the right to disclose, or not disclose, its Confidential Business Information. It is
the intent of this Chemicals Policy that products requiring CBI protection be vetted by our 3rd
Party Certification consultant to ensure alignment with this Policy. 3rd Party Certifications may be
made available upon written request.
2
Implementation will occur over a period of time.
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Senate Testimony in
support of TSCA
Reform
House Testimony in
support of TSCA
Reform
Hill visits to key
Senators &
Representatives
House Staff Briefings
OpEds
UNEP; SAICM,
2010, 2011, 2012
SXSW Eco; Toxic
Chemicals Are
Already the Next
“Big” Issue
The Human
Experiment, a
documentary

Industry Standards
• Transparency
• USGBC LEED v4
• Sustainability
Presentations

